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* 6 stereo inputs * 21 input/output variables * 2 input and 2 output envelopes * 5 state filters to hold
state * 10 depth controls to modify each node * Tone controls for each input and output * 50
automation input and 50 CV * Midi CC/CV and midi Learn * Midi channel switch for playing live *
20 audio outputs Octav8r Installation Guide: The Octav8r setup is really simple as it just uses audio
interfaces as inputs and outputs. Use your preferred host sequencer to create a MIDI track and then
choose the appropriate output for each of the 21 inputs and 21 outputs. Once this is complete, set up
each of the input and output envelopes with the various controls listed in the manual. Then you just
need to connect each octave with the correct input or output. Midi on and off and midi learn should
all be configured for the Octav8r. Some of the CV outputs can also be used as ‘headless’ controllers
(some with ‘virtual’ CV) and the MIDI output can also work as a MIDI CC output for external
instruments. Octav8r Setup: This figure shows the inputs and outputs on the Octav8r. These are all
mapped to the ‘Stereo Aux 1’ outputs on the device. If you have more than one ‘Stereo Aux 1’
output on the Octav8r, then you can map the inputs to them separately and have multiple outputs to
choose from. You can see that it is possible to duplicate the envelope design so that 2 outputs can be
routed to the same node. Another thing to note is the input capacitors on the Octav8r are not
switched. This means that any problem with these inputs can cause lots of problems as when you
change out the input audio interface or plug in a new card, you have to wire up the capacitors each
time. That’s why it is recommended that you have a pre-wired cable and breakout box for that
purpose. In this example, there are six stereo inputs, 21 outputs and 5 state filters. All the inputs are
assigned to ‘Stereo Aux 1’. The outputs can be used to connect to the left and right outputs of your
audio interfaces as you would usually connect them, but are not limited to this. It is also possible to
use them as CV outputs.1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates
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The Octav8r is a professional, 24-bit, 320Khz, USB audio I/O, 128 step polyphonic synthesizer. In
addition to the MIDI Controller, the Octav8r has an RGB LED module for visual feedback, a high
quality ribbon microphone for audio capture, and 6 patch cables to connect USB, Midi, Audio In,
Audio Out, and Audio Sync I/O. There is also an internal 11.1? speaker and headphone jack for
audio playback and recording. Features: The Octav8r possesses 11 different patchable oscillators, a
pair of stereo 30-band resonant filters, 11 stereo ADSR envelopes, and the sounds of a phase shifter,
pitch shifter, rotary speaker, harmonic shaper, and octave ladder. The Octav8r has a dual serial port
for connecting MIDI controllers (varies by module). Operating System: Windows 7, 8, and 10
Programming Languages: MaxMSP4, Objective-C, Java, and C++ Hardware Support: FreeMax OS,
Windows, and Mac OS Size: 12.4" x 8.8" x 7.5" Weight: 17.2 lbs. Evolutions: 6 patches, 4 CV
outputs, 3 clock outputs, 2 external audio inputs, 6 audio outputs, 2 continuous audio outputs.
Software Requirements: MaxMSP 4.3 or higher, Java 8 or higher, C++ 6 or higher, and the Free
Max OS and Windows and Mac operating systems. The module has been developed by the company
Free Max OS by Art of Beat and uses the Max OS API for its internal design. The Octav8r is
powered by a micro-size rechargeable internal battery that enables operation for up to 10 hours on a
single charge. What’s Included: 1 x Octav8r module 1 x Octav8r USB Cable 1 x Soft USB Cable for
iPhone, iPad, or Mac 1 x Splitter Cable (USB) 1 x Mixer Cable 1 x Light Cable (USB) 1 x
Documentation The Octav8r Sound Module is the next generation of the Octav5 analog sound
module and consists of 2 modules with a dual serial port. The Octav8r Sound Module is software
and hardware compatible with the current Octav5 analog sound module. The Octav8r is a freeware
sound module that allows you to use 09e8f5149f
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A pitch-shifter that generates 6 differently pitched versions of the audio input, and that you can
trigger at the same time and listen to at different times, to add tonal diversity and sonic interest. Each
node has its own envelope, which can also be triggered by audio or MIDI and you can use the midi-
learn function for automation. Each node also has a variable state filter. The nodes are also vibrato,
chorus, delay and reverb. The envelope can be triggered by audio or MIDI events. You can use the
tempo synced envelope to create rhythmic gate or pulsing. Controls: Ctrl - Midi CC Lev - Current
level (peak) or -10db below +10dB or centre value (average) Filt - Variable state filter (if you enable
the synth, you must select the “Filt” option) Ctrl Filts - Midi CC envelope Ctrl Vib - Variable
vibrato Ctrl Chorus - Chorus (the modulation depth is only set in octaves and can be set to 0-64) Ctrl
Delay - Delay (the modulation depth is only set in seconds and can be set to 0-60) Ctrl Reverb -
Reverb (the decay time is only set in seconds and can be set to 0-10) Ctrl Pan - Pan (L / R) Midi
CC/Learn - midi CC for automating the gate. Learn for MIDI CC learning Octav8r Manual
MegaSpire Evo 8R The MegaSpire Evo 8r adds the octave/pitch shifter from the Evo-8r to the four
8R’s and together they create a huge amount of new synth possibilities. The extra Octave control
sets the high/low cut-off frequency at a lower/higher frequency than the ‘real’ freq of your
oscillators. The original Evo-8r has no cutoff frequency, as the filters’ shapes are fixed at the
factory. The Evo-8r filters its output at 10kHz and then resampled down to its nominal frequency of
22050Hz. The Evo-8r, octave/pitch shifter and MegaSpire 8R share the same oscillators and you can
switch between them using the new switch P1/2. (If P1 or P2 are activated while the synth is being
operated, the previous settings are kept

What's New in the?

~Knob waveforms ~Text representations of the waveforms with variable waveforms depending on
the current state of the controls ~More text representations of the waveforms ~An audio input ~A
6-input input with a different stereo version of the input processed through each input. ~The inputs
are bused from the AUDIO IN to an input of a stereo 6-bus. ~The 6-bus has 3 inputs with the same
stereo versions of the input except they are different distances from 0, -0.5 and +0.5 in the stereo
space ~3-line diagram of the audio in to the 6-bus ~A 6-bus has 6 inputs ~A 6-bus has 6 inputs and a
lot of midi CC support ~6-Bus has 3 inputs each with the input has a different output to allow control
with an audio input ~3-line diagram of the audio in to the 6-bus ~1-line diagram of the audio out
from each of the 3 inputs ~Because of the mix of inputs it is impossible to give this diagram a simple
3-bus layout ~Note this setup allows for all the midi CC controls to be used to generate feedback
into the waveforms allowing for a wide variety of control routings ~Each input of the 6-bus has a
treble, mid and bass control with faders. This provides a wide range of possibilities for routing
around any problem ~Each input of the 6-bus has a effects send control. This allows effects to be
routed in the mix ~The 6-bus has 3 inputs ~The 6-bus has 3 inputs with a send effect ~3-line diagram
of the audio in to the 6-bus ~1-line diagram of the audio out from each of the 3 inputs The
Waveform Sound The main idea of Octav8r is to duplicate the incoming audio at different
frequencies and to pan them around the stereo space in to the 6-bus audio. This means you will hear
3 different audio signal at different frequencies at different times. You can use the midi CC & midi
learn to control the amount of duplication or the panning of the 6-bus audio. The waveform sound
process (each channel works identically) is as follows: ~Each send in the 6-bus is routed to a
different input. ~
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System Requirements:

- Minimum Requirements: - Windows 7 SP1, Windows Vista SP2, Windows XP SP3 or higher -
Intel Core 2 Duo (1.5 GHz), AMD Athlon64 X2 (3 GHz) or higher - 2 GB of RAM - DirectX 9.0c
compatible video card with 128MB of dedicated memory - At least 1200 x 768 display resolution -
Recommended Requirements: - Windows 7 SP1, Windows Vista SP2, Windows XP SP3 or higher -
Intel Core 2 Quad (2.0 GHz) - AMD Phenom II X3 (3.0 GHz
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